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Salem, OR – September 28, 2017 – New Shepherd Films, LLC announced today that their upcoming 

documentary, The Robert Hartsock Story, has received committed distribution by C3 Entertainment, Inc. 

“This was a key milestone for our project.  Producing a story is one thing but being able to get it to 

market and available for viewers to enjoy is another thing entirely.  This documentary is one of three 

main parts to our Forgotten Heroes project and we’re thrilled they see such potential impact behind this 

story and the projects that surround it” says Jim Huggins, New Shepherd Films’ President/CEO.  

“Securing committed distribution before we’ve even completed post-production on this piece isn’t 

something that happens everyday, especially to small indies”, Huggins added.   

The Forgotten Heroes project has three parts, each of which is focused on the true story of SSgt Robert 

Hartsock, the only military working dog handler to have ever received the Medal of Honor, and his dog 

Duke.  The documentary, entitled The Robert Hartsock Story, is the first part and is comprised of the all 

the interviews and descriptions of the battle by the men who lived it.  The documentary is expected to be 

available for distribution late 1Q of 2018.  The novel is the second part and is the novelization of the story 

within movie’s screenplay.  The movie will provide a much broader background and greater context for 

the story.  The book is expected to be released in 2Q of 2018 which will coincide with current plans to 

begin production of the feature film.   

Set in Vietnam, Forgotten Heroes tells the true story of one man’s impact on the lives of everyone around 

him in 1969 and his continuing legacy today.  With over 10,000 American lives having been saved by 

over 4,000 dogs and their handlers, it’s time to tell the story.   

About New Shepherd Films, LLC: 

New Shepherd Films, LLC is an independent film production studio devoted to producing high-quality, 

family entertainment with Christian-oriented themes based on real life events.  Avoiding the typical 

“sermon in a box” story approach that has defined the genre, New Shepherd Films desires to entertain 

viewers with world-class creative talent and technological capabilities while simply telling true stories 

about God at work in everyday lives.  And to do so with films that deliver great stories, spectacular visual 

imagery and a sensibility that appeals to both children and adults as well as people of faith or not.   
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About C3 Entertainment, Inc.: 

C3 Entertainment, Inc. is a diversified Entertainment and Media company engaged in motion picture, 

television, digital and home entertainment production and worldwide distribution, as well as licensing and 

brand management of world famous classic brands and personalities.  C3 is the primary worldwide 

representative and distributor for New Shepherd Films.  C3 is The Three Stooges® brand owner.  C3 

most recently produced The Three Stooges Movie (2012) released by 20th Century FOX, The Three 

Stooges 75th Anniversary Special (2007) for NBC, and The Three Stooges (2003) biopic for ABC. 

Upcoming Three Stooges projects include a new live-action family film titled The Three Little Stooges.   
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For more information regarding the Forgotten Heroes project or other productions from New Shepherd 

Films, contact: 

Jim Huggins/New Shepherd Films 

(213) 935-7070 

INFO@NEWSHEPHERDFILMS.COM  

For licensing, product placement, advertising, and promotions opportunities, please contact: 

Ani Khachoian, EVP Licensing, Merchandising, and Distribution/C3 Entertainment Inc. 

(818) 956-1337 

AKHACHOIAN@C3ENTERTAINMENT.COM  
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